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Maximize your past camera investment
The TruVision HD Hybrid solution is a competitive offering that 
allows you to re-use existing standard analog cameras where 
required. There really is no need to replace your entire system 
when it is not required. The recorder will automatically recognize 
whether a connected camera is standard analog or HD-TVI. 
This saves you precious installation time and deployment cost.

The TruVision HD Hybrid solution 
is ideally qualified to upgrade your 
existing analog installation, offering 
a competitive and practical solution 
for the segment of HD analog, 
standard analog and hybrid IP 
recorders.

The HD Hybrid recorders are 
capable of managing resolutions 
up to Full HD, both on analog 
and IP. Using the open HD-TVI 
technology, you can connect any 
HD-TVI camera, over existing coax 
cabling. HD-TVI technology allows 
you to transmit a Full HD analog 
signal over existing standard coax 
cabling at equal distances as a 
standard analog video signal.

Next to HD-TVI, the TruVision HD 
Hybrid recorders also connect to 
standard analog cameras, allowing 
you to reuse existing analog 
cameras that do not yet need to be 
replaced or upgraded.

Finally, the TruVision HD Hybrid 
solution allows you to replace 
analog channels by IP channels, 
making this a true HD Hybrid 
solution and a perfect fit for your 
analog video system replacements 
and expansion.

Key benefits
High definition at a minimal investment
The TruVision HD Hybrid solution offers Full HD quality 
at a minimal investment. Replacing an old analog camera with 
a TruVision HD-TVI camera an old DVR with a new TruVision HD 
Hybrid recorder will get you the same image quality as on Full 
HD IP systems, without having to deal with the complexity of an 
IP system setup.



Get ready for the future
You can get prepared for the future by implementing the 
TruVision HD Hybrid solution. In addition to standard analog 
& HD-TVI cameras, TruVision HD Hybrid recorders allow you 
to further expand your existing analog system setup with 
IP cameras, granting you full flexibility in your system setup.

Over-the-coax control
Set up, control and maintain your TruVision HD-
TVI cameras via the local on-screen display menu 
through over-the-coax control. This results in reduced 
installation and maintenance time.

Don’t worry about cabling
HD-TVI cameras connect over the same standard coax 
cabling as your previous analog cameras, respecting the 
same distances and quality levels. That means re-using 
whatever is in place, allowing you to significantly reduce 
installation time and cabling cost. 

✓ Minimal investment

✓ Full HD image quality

✓  Re-use existing cabling 
and cameras

✓ Expand on IP
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TruVision HD Hybrid recorders

TruVision HD-TVI cameras
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TVD-2403

TVD-2402
TVD-2404

TVB-2401
TVB-2403

TVB-2402
TVB-2404

TVR12cHD TVR12HD TVR44HD


